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Avaland w/ Ferry Corsten & Kristina Sky

There’s one thing that makes a DJ stand out as one of the best in the world, and that is playing/producing some of

the best music for a listener to enjoy. Ferry Corsten is no doubt one of the names that stands out in not only the

trance scene but the global EDM scene as a whole. For many years Ferry has utilized different monikers and

collaborated with many top tier DJ’s to produce some amazing dance tunes—with a history like his, there’s no doubt

his performances can be anything less than pure enjoyment.

It was the Sunday of Labor Day weekend and location was Avalon nightclub.  Avalon features incomparable, state of

the art, audio-visuals, with the most awe-inspiring lighting, as well as the most impressive sound system available

today. Designed by John Lyons Systems we feature AVALON speakers, which have been created especially for the

numerous Avalon venues and installed at several of the other world’s top nightclubs and concert locations.
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 Top Of The World (Original Mix) (Audio) Joanna Rays – Just Another Day (Phonk D’or & Burgundy Remix) (Audio) Pierce Fulton – Sink Or Swim / Mr. Mime EP (Audio)
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Avalon Featured Ferry Corsten Kristina Sky

Kristina Sky was the opening act. Born and raised in Los Angeles, she’s been DJing to thousands of enthusiastic

clubbers since 2002, coast-to-coast in the U.S. and around the world—from China to the Philippines, Ecuador to

Guatemala and Canada to Costa Rica. Unlike typical opener sets, she threw down some amazing trance tunes;

plenty of beats, breakdowns, and melodies to keep the audience happy while still preparing the audience for the

main event.
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By midnight, Ferry Corsten made his way up to the stage and started his set which consisted of a well rounded group

of genres and tracks. The track selection was nothing short of amazing; building up his set over a few tracks just to

throw down something even better. From new stuff to old stuff and finishing with a few well-anticipated classics,

Ferry ended his set with the audience craving for more.

If you are a fan of trance but have never experienced one of his sets, I would highly recommend it. With his years of

experience and his recognition as one of the top DJ/Producers in the world, you can be certain he will deliver an

experience you will remember forever.
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For more information about shows at Avalon Click Here

Daniel
Co-Founder & Editor-in-chief, Daniel was raised with musical roots in Seattle Washington before
moving to Scottsdale, AZ in early 2012. Daniel loves all genres of music, but it's well known fact
among the OTB Staff that his true passion will always be deeply rooted in Trance. He also claims
to be the best dancer on team, which is debatable. Some of his favorite artists include: Armin Van
Buuren, Above & Beyond, Norin & Rad, Tritonal, Myon & Shane 54, and Stoneface & Terminal.
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